Using Deep Links to SPIRE from the Student Success Collaborative (SSC)

The SSC Leadership Team is pleased to announce that “deep” links are now available (on the right side) of an SSC student Overview page. They are intended to improve your workflow when using both SSC and SPIRE.

What are Deep Links?

A deep link is a direct route to a specific page in SPIRE. When you click on the link, you will bypass the logon screen and search dialog box and go directly to one of the pages listed below. For Transcripts, the ARR, and the Service indicator pages, SSC will pass to SPIRE the ID of the student you are currently working on in SSC, and so you will not need to enter that. It is a great convenience and time-saver.

The deep links are in the lower right box when you are viewing an individual student.

Detailed descriptions of the Deep Links:

1. The **SPIRE** link opens the SPIRE login page from SSC. It does not carry any specific student ID forward. You can navigate fully within SPIRE once you login.

2. **Transcripts** opens two tabs at the top of your screen; (1) the unofficial transcript and (2) the Advisee Student Center for the specific student you were reviewing in SSC. You are able to toggle between the tabs or close them. Close the SPIRE tabs (by clicking on the X) before you move on to the next student in SSC.

3. **Academic Requirements Report** opens the ARR from the Advisee Student Center tab at the top of your screen for the specific student you were reviewing in SSC. You are able to toggle between the tabs or close them. Close the Advisee Student Center SPIRE tab (by clicking on the X) before you move on to the next student in SSC.

4. **Manage Service Indicators** opens the SPIRE screen where you can Add or Release “Holds” for the specific student you were reviewing in SSC. You are able to toggle between the tabs or close them. Close the Manage Service Indicator tab (by clicking on the X) before you move on to the next student in SSC.

5. **Go To UMass Academics** – although not a deep link, it will take you to the webpage where you can find information about Colleges, Departments, Advising, etc. You can navigate from there to any UMass Amherst webpages.

If you have any questions, please email CAMPUS@UMass.edu